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Italian yacht design is the pinnacle of excellence, a noble standard to which
other yachts are compared. When viewing the sleek, sophisticated lines of
the Absolute 60Fly there is no doubt that this yacht exudes Italian excellence,
but there is more than meets the eye. The Absolute 60Fly abounds with
innovative features, leading it to stand out among competitors.

aft hydraulic swim platform, you are greeted by the window of the crew
cabin, which could be utilized as an additional stateroom (yes, it’s that
nice). The cockpit provides plentiful space to entertain guests and features
an adjustable couch that transforms into a sunpad, showcasing the 60Fly’s
diverse capabilities. If you desire additional privacy, an electrical sunshade in
the cockpit can protect you from the sun and prying eyes.

Founded in 2002, Absolute is a family owned company that has cemented its
position around the globe as a premier powerboat manufacturer. Absolute’s
founders have over 40 years of boat building experience and are considered
amongst Italy’s pioneers of the modern powerboat manufacturing era. Built
in their state of the art facility outside of Piacenza, Italy, Absolute’s diverse
lineup of yachts range from 40 to 72 feet and are built on the principles of
investment, construction, worldwide serviceability, efficiency, performance,
and Italian design. Absolute’s dedication to these principles has led them to
be recognized by industry experts in the areas of exterior design, interior
layout, and innovation.

Navigating to the bow is easily supported by large walkways, leading you to
the ideal location to experience the sun and sea. The bow of the 60Fly has a
large sunpad with three individually adjustable backrests and an additional
lounge area, a rare feature to find on a yacht of this size.
The Flybridge of the 60Fly definitely makes a statement with its massive
volume and its extensive amenities. When arriving on the Flybridge, a wellappointed grill, icemaker, and refrigerator greets you to confirm that good
times are ahead. The additional helm station on the fly provides the perfect
viewing area to navigate the seas in style. Don’t worry captain! There are
plenty of seats on the fly to keep you company. There is a large convertible
lounge and sunpad adjacent to the helm along with an expansive dining area
on the fly. Featuring an electric Bimini top and aft sun lounge area, the space
is well diversified to satisfy anyone’s desires.

At first glance, you can’t help but notice the large exterior windows that
accentuate the sleek exterior lines of the 60Fly’s structure. Absolute’s
generous use of windows provides the interior spaces with ample amounts
of natural light and provides a lively interior space. When boarding on the
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THE PERFECT MARRIAGE OF ITALIAN YACHT DESIGN AND
FUNCTIONALITY. IT EXUDES ITALIAN EXCELLENCE AND
INNOVATION FROM EVERY ASPECT.

The forward VIP is large enough to be considered a
second master, due to Absolute’s intuitive design of
positioning the queen bed at an angle. The central
guest cabin features two single beds with a large
window and opening portholes, a unique amenity
found throughout the 60Fly. The full beam master
cabin definitely has the “wow factor”, boasting a king
size bed, expansive windows, a side sofa lounge, and
a vanity console. The generous master bathroom
provides you with two sinks, another rare feature
on a yacht of this size, and a large shower with a
functional porthole. Overall, the interior spaces of
the 60Fly are a testament to Absolute’s ability to
build a luxury yacht that is stylish and functional.

First impressions are everything, and when you open the
salon doors of the 60Fly it definitely makes a favorable
impression. You are immediately greeted by the rich
aroma of fine Italian leather that leads you to observe the
precious materials throughout the main salon. Abounding
with Canaletto walnut wood, stainless steel, marble and
ceramic, the interior of the 60Fly invites you to live the
good life at sea. But don’t let the precious materials distract
you from the main attraction of the 60Fly’s interior spaces,
its expansive volume and intuitive layout.

Innovation is in the DNA of the Absolute brand.
Each of their yachts features technological
and structural advances, courtesy of a strategic
partnership with Volvo Penta. The 60Fly features
an efficient twin Volvo Penta D11-IPS950 engine
package with IPS transmission that was specifically
designed with the 60Fly hull in mind. This custom
tailored IPS system provides you with class leading
fuel economy and the ability to select cruising
speeds within 22 to 30 knots without impacting
the fuel economy. Cruising speed for the 60Fly is
rated at an impressive 27 knots with a max speed
of 34 knots. Furthermore, Absolute states that the
IPS system is 30% more efficient than traditional
shaft drive motor yachts. The Absolute 60Fly is the
culmination of Absolute’s mission of solidifying
the perfect marriage of Italian yacht design and
functionality. It exudes Italian excellence and
innovation from every aspect. Once on board, there
is no doubt that the Absolute 60Fly is from Italy
with love.

Moving forward from the main salon, the 60Fly features
a fully loaded galley with a large dining area adjacent.
The main helm station showcases two large 15” Garmin
GPS chart plotter units and the latest Volvo Penta IPS
transmission, which allows you to operate the vessel
via joystick. The ergonomic helm station has stunning
visibility and a side access door, providing quick access to
the bow.
With three large staterooms on board, not including
the crew area, the 60Fly has ample space for your next
family vacation. Due to Absolute’s innovative Integrated
Structural System, each stateroom was designed to
promote maximum height, maximum bed sizes, and
maximum window sizes. Additionally, each cabin features
a well-furnished bathroom, with a full shower, and large
storage spaces.
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